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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED
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1. FOR FROM PLATE KU 9495 FIAT MULTIA 1960 ISSUED TO CAROL J. SOLIS, 5726 KILLARNEY ST., CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS. MOTOR NUMBER 954257. PLATE JF 9675 CADILLAC SEDAN 1950 ISSUED TO RICHARD J. ARANDA 1601 H. W. 23RD SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. MOTOR NUMBER 706100812. PLATE JH 2476 CHEVROLET COUPE 1959 ISSUED TO HARRY LEE SAVFE 7022 BAYHEAD SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. MOTOR NUMBER 859517555.

2. AWAITING INFORMATION FROM OTHER PLATES MENTIONED IN ING 6/1963

END OF MESSAGE

C/S COMMENT: *In January 1963 Silvia Duran seen in two cases with Texas plates, convertible plate JF 98-75 and white Volvo plate KU 94-96. Another Ford car Texas plate JH 24-76 seen in front of residence Duran brother. Please resolve.
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